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FOREWORD

An improved basis for predicting longshore sediment transpor t

is of concern to coastal engineers and scientists in advancing theix

capability to understand shoreline phenomena and in carrying out designs

which will perform in the manner anticipated and with a reasonable amount

of maintenance. The quantitative understanding of sediment transport

processes has been elusive and today must be considered rudimentary in

many respects. Aside from the major problem of quantifying the total

transport in terms of wave and current parameters, numerous other problems

must be resolved to provide a rational understanding of this process.

These include: the transport partition into bed and suspended load for

various particle sizes and wave characteristics; the distribution of

sediment transport across the nearshore; the effects of rip currents

on onshore-offshore transport; the modifying action of a longshore bar

on transport; the mobilizing effect of onshore waves with no longshore

component combined with relatively small oblique waves as compared to

the effect of the oblique waves acting alone; and many other problems of

equal importance. The present lack of understanding of these processes

has been due, in part, to the difficulties of conducting accurate measure-

mentS in the energetiC and abuSiVe Surf zOne enVirOnment. TherefOre,

development of methodologies and instrumentation for surf zone application

is essential to the understanding and quantification of these processes.



The impetus for the present workshop was that, under the

aegis of the Sea Grant National Project legislation, there existed the
possibility of a broad based and coherent effort to be directed toward

the nearshore sediment transport problems noted above. The intent of

the workshop was, through state-of-the-art summaries, to provide an

update and. forum for discussion for the Workshop Participants and those
reading the Proceedings. It is hoped that this Workshop and those to

follow will contribute to more effective investigations leading to' an

improved rational understanding of nearshore transport processes.

The support, for this Workshop by the University of Delaware

Sea Grant Program and Department of Civil Engineering is greatly

appreciated. The continuing interest of the National Sea Grant Program

in this problem area has been instrumental not only in this Workshop

but in previous informal meetings that have contributed to the development

to date of plans toward a national investigative effort.

Robert G. Dean
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Ar timur G. Alexiou

National Sea Grant Pro�ram Of fice

Among the innovations in the National Sea Grant Improvement Act

is a provision which authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to make

grants up to 100 percent of the total cost of projects, if they

address specific national needs or problems with respect to ocean

and coastal resources. This is in contrast to the 66-2/3 percent

maximum permissible for conventional Sea Grants. One of the main

reasons for this new authority stems from the realization that it is

unrealistic to expect local matching funds to be made available to

support an initiative of major significance having national rather

than local impact. Another reason is recognition that talent exists

throughout the Sea Gra»t network that can make a major contribution

to national needs and this new authorization would make it possible

for teams of investigators to address such problems under the more

appropriate funding structure the authorization provides.

Since the appropriations act under which Sea Grant is currently

operating was passed before the authorization, no funds were made

available for national projects. Availability of such funds in the

future will depend on how successful NOAA is in the supplemental

budget request process.

Thus, we stand betwixt and between. We have an authorization,

but no guarantee of any funding. Obviously, major projects are not

turned on and off at the drop of a hat. A great deal of preparation

is necessary and since the future of a national projects program

under Sea Grant depends upon what we get started initially, it behooves

us to prepare with great «are.



Under these circumstances, we, in the National Office, plan to

pursue the national pro jects concept along either path, i.e., with or

without special funding, If new funds are appropriated this year, it

is our intention to issue a set of formal guidelines and priorities,

and through a competitive selection process award substantial grants

for several national projects funded fully with Federal dollars. On

the other hand, if such funds are not forthcoming, we will proceed

prudently with one, more-modest grant, that has all the attributes

of a national project, except that one-third matching will be required.

Clearly, this first project must be an outstanding one.

We believe the National Sediment Transport Study embraces the

ingredients we are looking for. It addresses a solid problem that

is clearly defined. There is a good prognosis that concentrated

effort will yield a definitive result in a reasonable, predictable

time. Sea Grant has been supporting related research by investigators

on an individual basis at Scripps, Delaware, Florida, and other places.

They can make more effective contributions as part of a team. The

proposed research is susceptible to being broken down into separate

identifiable tasks if properly managed. We have an excellent group

of advisors that will act as a steering committee. They include

members from approp iate interests of the Federal Government, a state

government representative, universities and industry,

Under the modest funding option mentioned previously, we expect

to begin with a nucleus of investigators from Scripps, Delaware, and

the California Department of Navigation and Ocean Development. This

initial team will develop a comprehensive proposal with certain



identified Lasks, only a 1imi tcd number of which will be iniLially

pursued because of the present limitation of funds.

If additional funds are provided by the Congress later on, then

the project ean be expanded and the door will be open for additional

participation if it makes good sense. Proposals to undertake new

tasks will be entertained by Sea Grant vhich will rely on the

steering committee. Where appropriate, the steering committee will

make recommendatlons to the National Sea Grant Office to embrace any

new research in the overall study.

The mechanism integrating the research tasks will depend upon a

strong management scheme, which generally means a strong manager. It

vill also require workshops at appropriate times and prompt dissemi-

nation of information. and data.

I am personally optimistic about the future of national projects

and. am confident that the Nat.ional Sediment Transport Study can

become the precedent setter for more projects of this scope in the

future.





OB.JECTIVES, SCOPE AND FORMAT OF

NATIONAL SEDIMENT TRANSPORT STUDY

R. J. SFYMOUR

The overall objective of the National Sediment Transport

Study  NSTS! is to perfect relations for the prediction of

sediment transport by waves and currents in the nearshore

environment. Initially, this program will deal with the prob-

lems of sediment transport along straight coastlines. Detailed

studies of the mechanics of water-sediment interaction will be

coordinated into a working model, and tes ted by two or more

"large scale" field experiments along the coast of the

United States.

Results of the study will provide coastal engineers

with a model that will allow useful predi ction of the magni-

tude and direction of sediment transport under waves and

currents on relatively straight sections of coastlines.

This model will utilize measurement schemes that provide

the necessary data in a practical and economical fashion.

To develop a model which will have sufficiently universal

appl i cab i 1 i ty, it i s necessary to understand the physics o f

sediment motions under a range of conditions. Therefore,

intermediate objectives of this program are to characterize

those physical processes and parameters that have significant

e f f ects on sediment mot ion. Only those invest igations tlrat

continue to demonstrate this significance will be pursued

under the study.



Pro ram Or anizat ion

The National Sediment Transport Study is proposed as

a multi-universi.ty program under the sponsorship of the National

Sea Grant Program with cooperation by the Coastal Engineering

Research Center, the Navy Postgraduate School and the California

Department of Navigation and Ocean Development, Other inter-

ested State and Federal agencies will be invited to cooperate.

Research will be funded by means of supplementary gra~ts

through the State Sea Grant Programs.

The direction of the program will be through a Steering

Commit tee with membership from the sponsoring agencies and

from the universities. The Steering Committee will: l! review

all proposals f or research. under this program and advise the

National Sea Grant Office on their acceptability, both on

technical merit and on meeting the objectives of this study;

2! sponsor conferences and workshops to acquaint the academic and

engineering communities with this program and to report on

progress; 3! review each research project annually for progress

toward pertinent objectives and advise the National Sea Grant

Office on the advisability of continuing the effort for the

following year; 4! arrange for and coordinate the writing of

several authoritative survey papers in areas relevant to

program objectives; 5! assume the responsibility for editing

a synthesized final report which. will be in the form of an

engineering-oriented handbook for applying the results of the

study to actual field conditions; and 6! assume responsibility



for organizing and conducting a series of workshops, short

courses and other appropriate training activities for the

purpose of trans ferring the knowledge accumulated to those

responsible for designing, building, reviewing plans for and

approving coastal engineering works.

The individual investigators or research teams will:

1! submit proposals for research under NSTS through

the appropriate State Sea Grant office;

2! undertake approved research leading to an under-

standing of certain elements of the sediment transport

phenomena, as outlined in the objectives, and/or;

3! participate in the large scale field experiments

which will provide the data to develop and to test the

physical and engineering models for sediment transport; and,

4! in addition to normal reports and publications,

agree to the synthesis of all findings under this study,

with appropriate acknowledgment, into a single report or

reports under the general editorship of the Steering Committee.





STATUS OF SURF ZONE SEDIMENT TRANSPORT RELATIONS

by

Douglas L. Inman
Shore Processes Laboratory, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

La Jolla, California 92093

A large number of relations for the prediction of the longshore trans-

port of sand in the surf zone have been reported in the literature  e,g., Das,

1971; King, 1972!. A formula For predicting longshore transport from wave

energy flux has been in general use in the United States since 1947, when it

was first suggested in Wave Report 68 of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography

that the energy flux of waves should be related to the littoral drift of sand.

Following this report the concept was applied extensively by the Los Angeles

District, U. S. Army Corps of I=ngineers, where it was referred to as the

"littoral drift factor". The relation was generally given by tge Corps of

Engineers  Eaton, 1951! as

s

k ECn! � , sin , cos.b
b

where g is the "1ittoral dri Ft factor", assumed to be proportional to,the

longshore voluse transport rate of sand, ECn is the energy flux of the waves
1E = 8 pg H2 is the wave energy per unit surface area, p is the density of

water, g is the acceleration of gravity, H is the wave height, C is the phase

velocity of waves, Cn is the group velocity, the subscripts " " and "b" refer

to waves in deep water and at the breakpoint respectively, s js is the change

in energy per unit length of wave crest due to wave refraction, a is the angle

the wave ray makes with an orthogonal to the beach, and k is a dimensional
-1 3 -1factor of proportionality with units of tt lbf when g is in ft sec and

ECn in ft 1bf/ sec m! .



The formula was first applied to rough estimates of wave energy and

littoral drift in the field by Watts �953b! who decided that g was propor-

tional to P ', where P =  ECn sinu case !b. Caldwell �956! reviewed Watts'0.9

data, and data from Anaheim Bay and concluded that 9 ~ P ' . Also Nanohar
0.8

�962! summarizing field and laboratory data found 0 ~ P
0.9

This relation was first placed in dimensionally correct units by Inman

and Bagnold �963! who expressed the empirical relation as

�!I = K' ECn sinn cosa!>

as 0.7, and later from additional field measurements as equa'l to 0.77 by Komar

and Inman �970! as shown in Figure 1. The "at rest" volume transport rate of

sand g  e.g., m sec ! is converted to immersed weight transport rate I<3 -1

 e.g., newton sec ! by the relation

I =  p - p! gN g

where p is the density of the sand  e.g., kg m !, and, N is the "at rest"
s 0

vol ume conce ntra ti on of sand.

Inman and Bagnold �963! also developed a theoretical model for predic-

ting longshore transport of sand, given as

V

K" ECn!
b u

�!

where I is the immersed weight longshore transport rate, and K' is a dimen-

sionless constant, first evaluated from field measurements by Inman, et al �968!
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Figure l. The immersed weight longshore transport rate of sand as a function
of the longshore transport parameter  ECn sin~ cosa!b = CbNv> . The wave
data from directional "arrays" is from Komar and Inman �970!, other data
are given in Inman, et al ,'l969!, and other field data has been corrected
from significant wave height to rms wave height.



where v is the velocity of the longshore current, u is the maximum horizon-
m

tal component of the near bottom orbital velocity at the breakpoint, and

K" = 0.28 is a dimensionless constant evaluated from field measurements by

Komar and Inman �970!.

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers still recommend using relation �! for

predicting the longshore transport of sand. Over the years the recommended

value of k has varied by more than a factor of four. When placed in the dim-

ensionless form of relation �! for purposes of comparison, the various values

recommended for K' are: 0.2  Savage, 1959; BEB, 1961!; 0.4  CERC, 1966!; 0.7

Inman, et al, 1968!; 0.77  Komar and Inman, 1970!; and 0.8  CERC, 1975!.

Longuet-Higgins �972! points out that the. term ECn sinot cosa is not

the longshore component of energy flux  or power! as previously claimed, since

energy flux ECn is a vector and its longshore component is simply ECn sino.

The full relation  ECn sine cosu!b, because of its common occurrence in longshore

transport relations  e.g., equations 1, 2, 4! is preferably termed the "longshore"

sand transport parameter" This parameter is most conveniently expressed as

 ECn sin~ cos~! = C M , where M = En sinu cos~ = constant is the onshoreb b yx' yx

flux of longshore directed momentum per unit length of shoreline, and n is

that portion of the wave energy moving forward with phase velocity C. M is
yx

conserved from deep water to the breakpoint of the waves, and is therefore a

constant for any given wave condition. It has also been shown that M is the
yx

dr~ving term for the longshore current, v  Bowen, 1969; Longuet-Higgins, l972!.

It is of interest to note that the only evaluation of relations �! and

�! that compared simultaneous measurements of wave energy flux and sand trans-

port is the study by Komar and Inman �970! and this is based on only 14 data

points. Further, in no case was suspended load measured, nor was there any

lz



attempt to consider the actual dynamics in the surf zone where the transport

was occurring.

There are a number of other derivations for the longshore transport of

sand that warrant investigation  e.g., Dean, 1973; Madsen and Grant, 1976!. In

particular the first reference is of interest because it gives an expression

for the longshore transport of suspended sand in the surf zone. Dean �973!

assumes that suspension is the dominant mode of transport and derives a relation

that can be written as

 .,gH,!1/2

I = K'" W tang  ECn sina cosa!> ...
c. W

where Y = H/h, H i s the wave hei ght. h i s the water depth, 6 i s the beach

slope, c is the coefficient of bottom friction, W is the mean fall velocity

of the suspended sand, and K"' is a dimensionless constant that includes the

fraction of wave energy consumed by falling sand grains. This relation has not

been tested, but Savi lie �969, p 5! states that "the majori ty of the sand in.

the prototype probably moves in suspension". Further, Fairchi Id's   1972! data

indicates that the suspended concentrations he measured would account for the

entire longshore transport of sand using the prediction relation given by CERC

�966; K' = 0.4!.

On the other hand, Komar �976, p 216!, using field data from Watts

�953a! and Fairchild �972!, calculates that the suspended 1oad transport would

contribute only 20/  or less! of the total sand transport as given by relation

�! using a value of K' = 0.77. Komar also cautions against the use of data

collected in close proximity to piers as giving artificially high values for

suspended sediment. It is apparent that better understanding of the ro1e of

13



suspended sediment in the longshore transport of sand is crucial to any improve-

ment of the prediction relation,.

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

The passible importance of suspended load transport in the surf zone has

been long recognized  Das, 1972!, and a number of observations have been made

and reported in the literature  e.g., Watts, 1953a; Homma, et ai, 1958; Fairchild,

1972; Jensen and Sorensen, 1972; and, Basinski and Lewandowski, 1974!. Unfor-

tunately, none of these studies has been definitive in terms of aiding our

ability to predict suspended load and to include it as a component of the general

transport relation. The deficiencies of previous studies generally fall into

one or both of the following categories: artificial contamination by the sampl-

ing device and/or its supporting structure; and, absence of simultaneous

measurements of the velocity and turbulence fields that suspend and move the

sediment. Many measurements have been made from ocean piers, but it is known

that pier pilings induce bottom scour that may extend several pier widths from

the pier. The effect this may have on suspension is not known.

Oscillatory motion over a plane sand bed may give rise to four distinct

modes of sediment transport, which in the order of increasing intensity are:

incipient motion following the onset of grain motion, a more intense but orderly

sequence of motions over vortex ripples; sheet flow where several grain layers

are in motion; and suspension. The first two are the most common modes of motion

outside the surf zone, while the latter two are more co+non in the surf zone.

It is of interest to note that swell waves obeying potential  inviscid! theory

have no mechanism for suspending sand above the vortex sublayer which extends

only about one ripple wavelength above the bed. This is shown graphically by

the data of Homma, et al �965! where all measurable grain "suspension" vanishes

14



about 1 to 1.2 ripple wavelengths above the bottom  Figure 2!. The wave motion

abave this point is irrotational and cannot suspend sediment. Of course, other

sources, such as wind may induce turbulence, causing the water outside the surf

zone to be turbulent, but this is not the norm. Many references ta turbulence

outside the surf zone are artifacts resulting from the scour, turbulence and

suspended sand induced by the sampler, A cloud of suspended material placed in

suspension by a sediment trap and then trapped by the return flow is shown in

Figure 3, and resulted in the abandonment of this type of sampler.

On the other hand, the surf zone has a number of mechanisms that cause

the water to be highly turbulent. The "turbulent boils" associated with plung-

ing breakers, the white water of the cascading bore as it crosses the surf zone

and finally the broad spectrum of sea level fluctuations  Figure 4! all contri-

bute to turbulence. The measurements of Inman, et al �971! show that the mast

pronounced turbulence occurs in the upper portions of the surf zone, and decrease

near the bottom. Understanding of this stratification of turbulence in the

surf zone will be of considerable significance to understanding surf zone sus-

pension.

There are three general types of suspended samplers in use: in situ

samplers that obtain a bulk sample of water and sand; filter systems that separ-

ate and retain the sand   Inman, 1948; Watts, 1954; and, Fairchi ld, 1972!; and

indirect measures such as gamma absorption, and light attenuation and the back-

scatter of light  Homma, et al, 1965; Horikawa and Watanabe, 1970; Basinski and

Lewandowshi, 1974; and, Brenninkmeyer, 1974!. A meter employing the combined

principle of light attenuation and backscatter has been in use at the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography for several years. As discussed above  Figure 3!,

artificially induced suspension has been a severely limiting factor in previous

measurements, and one that now appears best overcome by using portable in situ
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Figure 2. Showing that suspended sediment is limited to one ripple wavelength,
!, above a rippled sand bed under wave action. z is height above the bed,
and z/x = 1.0 is one ripple wavelength above the bed. Data from HoIINIa,
et al  l 965! .

Figure 3. Artificially entrained sand caused by scour and turbulence around a
sediment trap placed outside the surf zone. The return flow associated with
the wave trough causes the cloud of sediment from the passage of the crest
to be retained in the sample bags. It should be noted that naturally sus-
pended sediment was restricted to a height of one ripple wavelength above the
bottom, except in the vicinity of the sand trip. Use of this trap has been
discontinued.
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Figure 4. Time history of irregular water level as bores and reformed waves
traverse the surf zone. Profiles of bores were measured by two digital wave
staffs placed 30 meters apart in the surf zone. The true water depth at
each staff is obtained by adding 72 and 69 cm to the water level scale of
staffs B and K respectively  from Inman, 1967!.
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Figure 5. Measurement of suspended sediment in the surf zone using in situ
samplers of one liter volume at distances of 10, 30, 60 and 90 cm above the
bottom. Legend indicates position sampled relative to bore: C at instant
of crest passage; T, trough fol lowing bore; and, W reformed wave,
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samplers activated by swimmers to calibrate the results of mounted sensors.

The results of in situ samplers used in the surf zone at Scripps are shown in

Figure 5.

It is imperative that accurate measurements of suspended and bedload

sediment transport be made in such a ~armer that they can be related to simul-

taneous measurements of the velocity and turbu1ent fields in the surf zone.

Past experience has shown that accurate measures of sediment suspension in a

rigorous environment such as the surf zone is a most difficult undertaking.

However, accurate measurement of suspended load which can be re1ated to the

driving forces are essential to provide the necessary background for formulating

a predictive relation for suspended sediment.
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ACTIVE SHA GRANT P ROGRAMS CONCERN I NG

COASTAL SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

1976-77

Duane, David B., Associate Program Director for
Grants Management, office of sea Grant, NoAA,

3300 Whitehaven Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

A highly probable result of this Workshop will be the reality
of a National Sea Grant Project on sediment transport. Such
an effort ultimately could involve, to a greater or lesser
degree, the present Sea Grant network  people, groups, schools!.
Therefore, it would be instructive to review the objectives and
scale of the present Sea Grant program in this general field.

Any synthesis or attempt to condense the thoughts of numerous
people requires being arbitrary to a considerable degree. In
that context, my interpretation of the major thrust of current
 FY 1976, 1977T, and 1977! research in coastal sediment transport
and its ramifications condenses all projects to have one or more
of four major objectives: 1! to describe present conditions,
2! describe or determine how change takes place, 3! deterrrrine
or describe when change takes place, and 4! what to do about
that change. Efforts which address these objectives I choose
to group into 6 specific and one catch-all categories briefly
described in the following outline.

I. COASTAL MORPHOLCrGY. The Garne. Studies in this category
are quite varied, ranging from research of a site specific nature
which examine measures for the mitigation of shore erosion; others
which provide comparisons between various shoreline types; and
study of fluidization of sand as a way of reducing inlet shoaling
rates. Studies of a more regional nature are examining changes
in, and rates of change in, coastline configuration, evaluation
of various litteral drift models, drift computation, rip currents,
and barrier island evolution.

The ~Pla ers. University of seine: Fink; PUNY: Calkin; Delaware.
Dalrymple, Dean, Kraft, Lai; University of North Carolina:
O' Connor; University of South Carolina: Hayes; SUS Florida:
Smutz; TARMUr Norton; University of Wisconsin-Nadison: Edil;
Oregon State University.. Komar; SIO: Inman.

II. WATER MOTION. The Game. Waves and currents are the
fundamental topic under study where in some cases historical
data is collated, "atlases" prepared, or wave refractio~ tech-
nology improved and applied. In other cases actual measure-
ments are made of flow, tide, wind, and waves. Additionally,
some projects direct effort toward the modeling of circulation
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of the water mass  velocity and directi.on in X, Y, Z! and
modeling the advecting particles in that mass. Some studies
are research in new technology; others are application of
existing technology.

The P~la ers UNH: Celikkol; MIT: Conner; University of
Rhode Island: Spaulding, White; Princeto~; Mellor; VIMS;
Goldsmith; University of North Carolina: Pietrafesa; University
of liiamif Wang; TA&MU. Mungall; University of Michigan: Green;
SIO: Inman, Isaacs; University of Hawaii: Lee, Bretschneider.

III. SEDIMENT TRANSPORT PREDICTION. The Game, Only one
project is presently funded which has the sole purpose of
developing, evaluating, and perfecting an analytical model
for predicting sediment transport. This one is unique in its
inclusion of expressions for unsteady flow and sediment grain
size.

The ~Pla ers M.TT; Madsen  see abstract by Madsen for details!.

IV. BEACH NOURISHMENT. The Game: Many plans for shore
erosion protection, with or without engineering structures,
call for placement of large volumes of fill. Maintenance of
beaches calls for periodic nourishment with sand. A potential
source of sand is the seafloor offshore and. another is inlet

deltas. Several projects are searching for sources of sand,
others are examining ways of managing that resource.

The ~Pla ers SU.NY; Schnbel; University of Wisconsin/Madison:
Meyer; University of California/Berkeley: Berry; California State/
Northridge: Fischer.

V. STRUCTURES. The Game. Many structures emplaced to
halt erosion of a coastal sector or stabilize an inlet have
been unsuccessful to varying degrees and most are expensive
to install and maintain. Present projects are directed toward
inventory of types, evaluation of their effects upon coasts,
and costs of installation of different structures. Several
projects are researching types of floating breakwaters.

The ~Pla ers. University of New Hampshire: savage; University
of Rhode Island: Kowalski,; University of Georgia; Oertel;
University of Michigan: Brater; Braden; University of Washington=
Richey.

VI. INSTRUMENTATION. The Game. Support of instrumentation
research is this year directed toward development of means for
obtaining current measurements using a spar buoy which would
provide a vector summed over the vertical length of the spar.
Another project seeks to develop the spar as a directional
wave gage.



Vll. OTHER. The Garne, Lumped into thi s imprecise category
are several projects relating to legal and economics aspects of
coastal sediment transport,  such as methods for zorring and costs
of mitigating erosion!; sea floor stability  instrument calibra-
tion/evaluation and pipel:i.ne stability!; and vegetation as a
shoreline stabilizer  plantings in diverse areas as dune, marsh,
and dredge spoil islands! .

The ~pla ers. MITT Baligh  seafloor stahilityj; Sumrl Churchill
 vegetation!; University of North Carolina: Seneca  vegetatiorr!;
SUS Florida: Maloney  legal!; TAKMU: iicxi>i ch  pi poli ne st<~bi i i l y!;
University of Michigan: Armstrong  mitigation costs!; and University
of California/Berkeley: Barbour  vegetation!.

During introductory remarks to this gathering, Professor R. R. Rumer,
Jr., Chairman of the Department. of Civil Engineering, University of

Delaware observed that erosion along coasts is a persistent problem.
I agree, as I assume most persons would. However, it is more than
just persistent; it is al:;o a m~ulti le coast problem As .this
brief review of Sea Grant effort has pointed support is directed
toward lacustrine, estuar <ne, and marine  Atlantic, Pacific, and

Gulf! coast lines. A satisfactory managerial solution to the problem

scientists, lawyers, and economists. Considering the different
bureaus at the state and federal level with interest and respon-
sibility for different aspects of a solution of this problem, it

Fig. l summarizes the scale of Sea Grant resources and the
Sea Grant network presently being directed toward understanding
coastal sediment transport and the problems created as a result
of that phenomena. However, this present effort is directed
toward solution of different aspects of the phenomena and
usually of topics with priority established by local or
regional conditions. Such an effort is naturally diffuse,
and from a national standpoint, uncoordinated and without
clear direction.

Clearly there is a base upon which to build a suitable national
sediment transport prograrji, and there is justificatiorr. Ferlr,rps
the time for a national project dealing with coastal sediment
transport has indeed arrived despite our present lack of appro-
priations for projects of national scope.
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R. C. Dean

Dep irtnierrt of Civil I',»gi»c. orirr J
College of Marine Strrdies

University of Delaware

INTRODUCTION

Sediment transport processes in the nearshore zone are complex

due to the turbulence generated by breaking waves, the extreme var:iability

with time over one wave period of the bottom shear stresses, and other

flow parameters, the bottom geometry and the partition of suspended and

bed-load transport. These details are important to a ratiorral c[uarltitative

description a»d u»derstarrdirrg of the transport; lrowever, tlris review paper

will concentrate on the problem of relating the total longshore sediment

transport to the characteristics of the incoming wave system, This review

emphasizes only those data obtained from field programs.
I

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

The noted complexity of the surf zone would suggest that a valid

transport relationship should include a number of parameters as variables.

In particular, the following parameters are expected to be relevant:

~ Sand Grain Size  Fall Velocity!

~ Magnitudes of. Longshore and Onshore
Energy I'lux Components

~ Wave Breaker Type

~ Water Temperature

Beach Profile Type  " Storm" or "Normal" !

Beach Slope

~ Tidal Range

~ Currents Generated by Nechanisms
Other Than Waves
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The earliest equation related the volumetric longshore sediment

transport rate, Q , to the longshore component of energy flux, F* , i.e.S 5e. s

K P
s 1 ks

where K was simply a proportionali.ty constant and it is noted that this

con .tant K is not dimensionless. Based on considerations of energy dis-
1

sipation, Inman and Bagnold �966! developed the following relationship

between the immersed weight transport rate, I, and the longshore component

of energy flux

I = KP
Iw,s

which has the advantage that K is dimensionless. The immersed weight

and volumetric transport rates are related by

I = Q pg  S -1! �-p!
s s

in which p is the in-place porosity of the sediment, S is the sediment
S

specific gravity, p is the mass density of water and g is the gravitational

constant.

It is noted that relating the immersed weight transport rate to

the longshore energy flux has intuitive appeal; however, it can be shown

that for bathymetry characterised by straight and parallel contours, the

onshore component of the longshore momentum flux must exactly equal the

total average longshore thrust occurring through shear stresses and may

thus be a more appropriate forcing mechanism. considering a strip of unit

length  parallel to shore! with the strip extending from the shoreline to

an infinite distance offshore, and assuming no wave energy dissipation sea�

*P represents the longshore energy flux and not the longshore energy flux
Ks

factor u ed in t!>c ghore Prot.oct ion Nanual.
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ward of thc surf line, the total longshore thrust is

F = total longshore thrust on a strip of unit length =  S !
xy

�!

�! S ! =  E n sin u cos u!
xy

where

and n is the ratio of group velocity to phase speed, C. It is noted

that  S ! and  P ! are related through the phase speed at breaking,
xy ks

C, by

P

 S !
b b

�!

One of the motivations for a concerted study of longshore

sediment transport is the relevance to coastal engineering projects and

also the changes in the recommended values of the constant K in Zq. �!

that have occurred with time. Table I shows recommended values in the

TABLE I

VARIATION OF LONGSHORE TRANSPORT PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR, K

U. S. Army Shore Protection Manual, and its predecessor, "TR-4-Shore

Protection, Planning and Design" and preliminary results presented by

Bruno and Gable �976! of a field impoundment study carried out by the

Coastal Engineering Research Center which indicates that further increases

of up to 100't above the present. coefficient, value may be recommended,



FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Several field measurement programs have been conducted to

develop data for the correlation of transport rate and longshore component

of wave energy flux. These wi Ll be reviewed briefly below in chronological

order.

South Lake Worth Inlet, Florida  Watts, 1953!

LongShore tranepOrt. rates Were baSed on quantitieS Of Sand

transferred by a permanent sand bypassing plant on the north jetty of

this inlet. The pressure drop of the bypassing pump was correlated with

sand discharge through a eerie: of surveys in a diked disposal area on

the downdrift  south! side of the inlet. Thereafter transport. rates were

inf erred from the  calibrated! pump pressure drop. The wave character-

istics were based on:  a! the wave height measurements from a staff

gage mounted on the South Lake Worth Pier some 10 miles to the north,

and  b! visual observations of wave direction at the surf line as obtained

from a vantage point approximately three miles north of the inlet.

Anaheim Ba , California  Caldwell, 1956!

Dredge material from the entrance to Anaheim Bay was placed

on the downdrift  southeast! shore and repeated surveys of this area were

corrducted as the material was transported in a southerly direction. The

changes in volume' were interpreted as longshore transport rates and the

longshore component of wave energy flux was based on  a! wave staff

measurements from the Huntington Beach Pier, some six miles to the south,

and  b! wave directions based on hindcasts and recognition of the sheltering

by the offshore islands from waves originating from certain directions.



Cape 'fhunq>son, Alaska  Moore «»d Cole, 1960!

The growth of a spit and the associated waves were observed

over a three-hour period. The spit volumes were measured and wave

characteristics based on visual estimates.

Santa Barbara, Califprnia  JohnSOn 1952 and Galvin 1969!

These results are based on two different sources. The sediment

transport data are developed by Johnson �952! from impoundment and by-

passing around the Santa Barbara breakwater . The longshore energy values

were developed by Galvin  !969! and represent a combination of hindcast

wave heights and wave directions selected to result in thc maximum long-

shore energy flux and still be realistic.

Silver Strand, California and El Moreno, Ba a California  Kornar and Inman,
1969!

These data represent transport over fairly short time intervals

as determined from sand tracer measurements and wave energy flux derived

from an array of wave sensors. Sand transport volumes were usually deter-

mined over a fraction of a tidal cycle as the product of the width of the

surf zone, the longshore displacement of the center of gravity of the tracer

and the thickness of tracer movement. The latter quantity was based on

observations of the depth to which a cylindrical "plug" of tracer had been

eroded over the observational period. Values of this depth ranged between

2 and 10.5 cm.
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Fernandina Beach, Florida  Thornton, 1969!

Mechanical sand traps were placed at discrete locations across

the surf zone and used to trap the lower 20 cm. of the water column down

to and including material in transit on the sand bed. The traps, which

were operated from a pier, could be closed and the trapped material pumped

up to the pier for measurement, Wave data  height and direction! were

based on two wave gages located at the end of the pier.

FIELD DATA AUD CONSISTENCY

General Data Characteristics

Table II summarizes some of the salient features of the 43

field data points of longshore sediment transport. The sediment sizes

span a range from 0.18 to 1.0 mm, although there is only one data point

for a sediment size greater than 0.60 mm. Nuch of the wave data is based

on observations or hindcasts. The wave data reported by Komar and Inman

�969! and Thornton �969! are the only sets for which the height and

directional characteristics are based on measurements

Evaluation of Data Consistency

There are several ways of evaluating the data consistency.

Das �972! has presented the field data which can be i nterpreted as I vs.

P as presented in Figure l.
Rs

A second approach is to consider the internal consistency

of the data The non-dimensional factor K relating the immersed weight

transport rate, I, to thc longshore wave energy flux has been defined as

�
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�!

The mean, K, standard deviation, c, and percentage standard deviation
K

 PsD! are presented in Table III for each of the seven data sets. The

percent standard deviation is defined for each data set as

I
1 � 2

E  K. - K!
0 I, i

K i=1
� x 100'%
K

K,
I . i

3-=1

x 100'4  8!

If the quantity, K, was the same for all data in the set, the PSD would

be 0, and a value of the PSD equal to or greater than 100' would indicate

an extremely poor scatter about the average value.

SUGARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Prior to discuSSing the results presented in Tables II and III,

several comments are in order concerning the expected accuracy and vari-

ability for the various data sets.

First, all transport rates reported are based on measured

quantities. The data of Caldwell, Moore and Cole, Johnson and to some

extent, Watts, are based on surveys for which a reasonably high degree

of accuracy should be attainable. The data of Komar and Inman are based

on defining tracer displacement and those of Thornton on sediment trapped

at several discrete locations across the surf zone. These two latter

methods are expected to have a relatively high error due to the problems

of disturbances to the sand bed by the sand traps  Thornton! and diffi-
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culties of e'Labli shirrg Lhc dr>ptlr and width oi: movem<'at of tracer s

as well as l>ossible problems of intcrl>rotation associated wi i h tracer

burial and/or erosion. The data of Watts probably are affected by the

short length of the updrift jetty which formed the trap from which the

sand was pumped.

With regard to wave height, the data of Caldwell, Noore and

Cole and Johnson are based on either observations or hindcasts rather

than direct measurements. The wave directions reported by Komar and

Inman and Thornton are determined from two or more wave sensors; alj.

others are based on observations or other considerations. The wave

directions of Komar and Inman should be considerably more accurate than

those of other investigators as they were determined through a number

 > 6! of wave sensors.

Finally, strictly from considerations of expected errors in

wave and transport measurements, the values of the parameter K associated

with the longer time intervals should exhibit less variability than those

for short measurement intervals. One advantage of short measuremenL

intervals is that wave and transport conditions shou 1 d be rc asonal>ly

constant.

A review of the results of the proportionality factor, K, as

presented in Table III provides an indication of the uncertainties to

be expected in the prediction of longshore sediment transport and the

'associated measurement problerri to determine K. There is a much greater

variability in the average K values as determined by different investi-

gators than the individual value associated with a given data sr>t
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The average K values range from 0.048  Thornton! to l.605  Johnson! .

This represents a value of 33.5 for the ratio of the highest to the

lowest average. Figure 2 presents a histogram of the various reported

values in which each average value has been weighted by the number of

points. One can question whether this range is due to measurement

methodology/accuracy or is truly a result of the different proportionality

factors for the various field conditions. As noted previously, it would

seem that the sediment size, D, could be an important. parameter in

affecting the parameter, K. Figure 3 presents a plot of the average

K values versus reported diameters. Associated with each data point

are the initial s! of the investigator s! and the number of data points

in the set. If the data of Thornton were not present and if the Moore

and Cole K value is weighted equally with the other averages, it would

appear that the constant K decreases with sediment diameter. If the

Thornton data are included, it is difficult to discern a trend of K

versus diameter. The percentage standard deviation for the various

data sets range from 19%  watts! to 56!t,  Thornton! . This range of PsD

for the individual data sets is surprisingly small in view of the variation

in the average K values associated with the different data sets.

Conclusions

1! There are a relatively few �3! field values of reported

longshore sediment transport and longshore energy flux.

2! The Variability Of aVerage K ValueS far the VariOuS data

sets is quite large and ranges from 0.048 to 1.605, It is not known

whether this range is due to transport/wave measurement errors or due

to thc true variation in the factor K.
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3! The variability of the K values within the individual

data sets is surprisingly small  ranging from l9'. to 56-'o! compared to

the range noted in Conclusion 2.

4! Based on the data, it is not possible to establish with

confidence a variation of the parameter, K, with sediment diameter, D,

or with other variables which would seem to be relevant.

5! There is a clustering of the proportionality factor, K,

around approximately 0.8.

G! Despite the relative small scatter in the individual

data sets, the uncertainties in the data are such that, even with exact

wave data, it is believed that the longshore sediment transport can only

be predicted within approximately -67% to +200%.

7! The distribution of sediment transport across the surf

zone, of considerable importance to coastal engineering, is very poorly

under stood.
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REVIE'hl OF LONGSHORE CURRENT RELATIONSHIPS AND DATA BASE

E. B. Thornton

Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California

Longshore currents are an important forcing function of sediment

transport along the coast. The sediments are stirred and set into motion

by the waves impinging primarily perpendicular to the shore and the long-

shore current acts as the net transporti ng agent along the shore. At the

last count there were at least 25 formulae that were avai lable for pre-

dicting mean longshore current  see Table 1 for a partial list!. In

addition, there are at least six formulae for the prediction of variation
1

of longshore current across the surf zone,

The various theories can be categorized in terms of the basic prin-

ciple upon which the derivation is based. These are conservation of

energy, mass, and momentum f'lux and empirically derived equations. The

difficulty with applying conservation of energy principle is that only a

very small percent of the energy is needed to drive the longshore current,

The distribution of mass transport within the surf zone is very difficult

to predict. Strictly empirically developed equations have led to erron-

eous implications. The most successful approach has been to solve <he

conservation of momentum flux, A review of the then existing theories,

led Galvin �967! to conclude that at that time there was no quantitative

formula for predicting longshore currents.

The modern theories of longshore current are all based on the idea

of conservation of momentum flux which was given impetus by the ideas

derived by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart �964! concerning the excess



TABL}' I . LuvGSHORE CURRENT FORHUl.AS

Vormulat ionAu thurs

Fugleson   l 965!

gTtanBsin2a Hase Conservation

l}ruun �963! Mass Conservat ion

<ttanBcosaBruno �963!

+ 0.1 sin 3.30a ]
0

+ 0.1 sin 3.30 a
o

Harrison �968 !

2. 7 u "ina ros«
mKama r, Inman  ! 970! Empirical

'Humanly.um Fl.us

l'u t «an -Hunk-
Traylor �949!

Pu tnam � Hunk-
Traylor �949!

Gal v in � Eag le son
�965!

lnman- Bagnold
�963!

Inman-Quinn
�9 51!

8 re b n e r- K amphi us
�963!

greb ne r-Kamphius
�963!

Longue L-Hi Bgins
�970!

Heun Longshore Current, V

sin2«b I/O
[ 6. 9 7g � rani }t � � -]

s in }l s inn s I n2 a
[ 8 H � !
B b f

[� + � 2.28gH sin« ! � 1!
A 4, . 1/2

A = 20.88 cosa M
tang

~Etang2. 31 T cosabsinab

O. 95 3/2 b 1/2

[ �A2 2-288Mb s inab ! =!1/2 1 2

tanBH cosab
A 108.3

H 2/3
B.O sin 8 .- [sin 1.65a

1/3 o
1/3 o

H 3/4
14.0 sin 8 1/�- [sin 1.65 a1/2 o

0

0.241 Hb + 0.0318 T + 0 ~ 0374 ab

+ 0.0309 tang � O. 170

tan B
rgh sana cosab " ''b ' b

Energy Conservation,
Solitary wave s

Momentum Conservation,
Asymmetric-periodic
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momentum flux due to the unsteady motion in waves which has been termed

"radiation stress". 4 review of the momentum flux derivation of long-

shore current prediction is given below. The reason f' or reviewing this

derivation is to consider the various assumptions that have been made in

order to derive the predictive equations; the assumptions give an i ndi ca-

tion of the areas of deficiency in the formulation.

Derivation of the Lon shore Current usin Conservation of Momemtum Flux

as a
xx = -gD ri

ax ax

where S is the excess momentum flux due to the unsteady wave motion,
xx

D is the total depth of water, and Ti is the set-down  up!. Longuet-

Higgins �969! solved this equation and showed that outside the surf zone

there is a set-down given by

H
2

n=-�
8 sinh Zkh

and inside the surf zone there is a set-up

ri = I' Db - D! + rib

The conservation of momentum flux is expressed by separating the

totaI velocity into its wave induced, turbulent and mean contributions.

The Naviar-Stokes equation is integrated over depth and averaged in time,

In order to solve for the energy distribution, it is first necessary

to solve for the mean water level which results in a set-down outside the

surf zone and a set-up inside the surf zone. This can be solved by exam-

ining the momentum flux equation perpendicular to the beach  x direction!

as expressed by



~+x
dzR

bottom shearlateral shearchange in excess

momentum flux stress stress

The expression states that if there is a ~chan e in the momentum flux then

there must be a reactive force. Outside the surf zone the excess momentum

flux due to the wave motion is essentially conserved. Inside the surf zone

there is a change in the excess momentum flux due to wave breaking and

hence a reactive force is induced. This force can be equated to the lat-

eral shear stress actinq over the water column minus a bottom shear stress.

The excess momentum flux tensor  radiation stress! is given by

  pu.u, + p6. ! dzj ij
2

pgG 6.,
i J

lh» velocities u. and pressuree p, must be stated using appropriate
1
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where the subscript b refers to the point of wave breaking. The total

water depth is given by the still water depth plus the set-up. The wave

height inside the surf zone is expressed as proportional to the total

water depth and the energy distribution across the surf zone can be stated.

The solution for the longshore current variation is derived by solving

the momentum flux equation in the direction parallel to the beach  y direc-

tion! as expressed by



V * Ax+8 xp
1 0c!Lc 1

x8 xp2
2
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wave theory.

Similar formulations of the variation of longshore current across the

surf zone were derived by Bowen �969!, Longuet-Higgins �970!, Thornton

�970!, Johnson �974! at approximately the same time. The theories all

assume steady state and bottom contours that are straiqht and parallel.

The assumption of straight and parallel contours implies that the di stri-

bution of energy and momentum flux is spatially constant along the beach.

All the above formulation used linear monochromatic waves to describe the

excess momentum flux tens or  radiation stress!, Conoidal wave theory has

also been used in the formulation but without significant improvements with

a considerable addition of complexity. Inside the surf zone there is no

analytical statement of the distribution of energy across the surf zone.

Hence, it has been assumed that the waves can be described as spilling

breakers in which the wave height is approximated as being proportional to

the depth of water; the portionality factor most often used is that given

by solitary wave theory at breaking of 0.78. The wave speed is also assumed

given by solitary wave theory. Hence, the waves inside the surf zone are

an amalgamation of both linear and solitary wave theory. In the formula-

tion for the variation of longshore current across the surf zone for plain

beaches, it is necessary to include lateral stress in order to obtain

reasonable velocity profiles. Hence, the present theori es re.qui re the

specification of bottom and lateral shear stress.

The most accepted formulation i s that by Longuet-Higgins �970! in

that he obtained a closed form solution for the longshore current variation

as given by



where x is a nondimensional distance and p is the function of the

lateral shear stress. The mean longshore current, equation 13, was ob-

tained by integrating across the surf zone assuming no lateral shear

  Long ue t t-!' ,i g g i n s,1970! .

A statistical distribution of linear waves has also been used by Col-

lins �972! and Battjes �974! to describe the input of the unsteady

motion to the radiation stress term. A comparison of models for two values

of p in Longuet-Higgins formulation and the random sea model developed

by Collins are shown in figure 1 compared with lab data obtained by Galvin

and Eagleson �965 !. Also shown is a no eddy diffusi vi ty model. Outside

the surf zone the momentum flux is essentially conserved. Inside the surf

zone there is a change in momentum flux due to wave breaking, Without the

addition of lateral or eddy diffusivity the resulting velocity variation

across the surf zone is a discontinuity at the breaker line, The addition

of a lateral shear stress term results in velocity profiles which appear

much more reasonable. Reasonable velocity profiles were also obtained by

assuming a statistical distribution of waves at breaking without having

the recourse to lateral eddy diffusivi ty .

Bottom Shear Stress

The difficulty with the present formulations is that they require a

bottom shear stress coefficient which is not very well specified and also

a lateral eddy diffusivity coefficient which is even less understood,

Most investigators assume a quadratic formulation for the bottom shear

stress. The most easily applied formulation for bottom shear stress is

that by Thornton  l970! and Longuet-jiggins �970! as given by

!b = r!Cf]u [V
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u is orbital wave velocity at the bed and V is the long-
W

where
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shore velocity component. This formulation assumes that the wave-induced

velocity at the bed is much greater than the longshore current velocity.

This formulation linearizes the bed shear stress coefficient and hence is

very convenient. Longuet-H1gg1ns  l970! simply assumes that the bed shear

stress coefficient was equal to 0.0I. Thornton �977! used a much more

complicated formula for calculating the bed shear stress coeff1cient as

derived by Johnson �966! which is dependent upon the roughness at the

bottom and the wave height. This formulation gives comparable values as

those assumed by Longuet-Higq1ns. The difficulty in applying the avail-

able values for the bed shear stress coefficient is that they were

obtained outside the surf zone or in the laboratory under rippled wave

conditions indicative of conditions outside the surf zone  see Table 2!.

Inside the surf zone the bed is fluidized . Sheet flow conditions

exist at the bed; it would be expected that the bed shear stress coeffi-

cientt would be different under such conditions, Hence, 1 t is felt that at

this time the bed shear stress coefficient is not well specified for

conditions inside the surf zone. Another interesting formulat1on for bed

shear stress was obtained by Komar and Inman  l970! who obta1ned an empiri-

cal expression for the longshore current velocity based upon their

measurements of longshore current and sediment transport, The1r formulation

 equation 12! which is empirically derived, parallels the derivation by

Longuet-Higgins �970!. In the derivation of Komar and Inman 1t is sug-

gested that the ratio of tan 8/c is equal to a constant, where 5 is

the beach slope. The constant being equal to 2.7. Komar �977! has

applied this formulation to a number of data sets assuming that this ratio

is a constant resulting in some good correlations for certain data sets



Table 2 Bottom Friction Coefficients Pro-
posed by Vari ous Investigators  fr pili PpnU,1975!

Test Conditions Anti!oiFriction

Coefficient

0.01 >reuse«no kde!
�9 54,,! !

Arbitrary Arbitrary

0.030-0.089 0.23-0.5l 2.88-3.96

Kishi �954!0.030-0 ' 040 10

Jonsson   1966!5. 4*0.01

Wave flume, lamina r
boundary layer

0. 00 2-0. 100 0. 88- 2 . 58 Iwagak i a!!,l
Ts!!i il i vs  ,9!!» '

0.01 -0.40

0.03 -O.l8 9.1-15.5 Iwagah ! !l!al
K;!k in!!! .>   i~6»

1.05-1.60 7.4-12.5 I wagak 1 «n!l
saki!!u!aa   I 96'!!

0.03 -0.15

Tunst«11 and

Lnman   I 9 7»! >
 IjT/2!! n! =4- 20
U: nearbottom velocity

ripple height

0.09-0 ' 50

-'Iote: +! equivalent values at 10 m dept!! .
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Wave

Height
 me ters!

Wave

Period

 sec!

Shallow water steady
state wave genera-
tion

Gulf of Nexico; Bre ts chne ide r
depths 3.4-5.2 m �954,b!
s lope 0 . 00035-0 . 00-4 1

Niigata, Japan;
depths 2.25-2.75 m
slope - 0,018

Oscillating water
ci!annel, turb!!le!!t
boundary layer

Hiyosl!izu, Japan;
dep ths 13-10 m

slope 0,0060

Takahama, Japan;
deptt!s �-7 m
slope 0.0057

Have flume study;
derived from energy
dissipation in sand
ripple vortices



and not so good for others.

Lateral Shear Stress

The lateral shear stress is equivalent to the integrated Reynolds

stresses. An eddy diffusivity formulation is often utilized in order to

linearize the equat1ons of motion. Lateral shear stress expressed in

terms of the eddy diffusivity is g1ven by

AdV uadV
dx dx-h uvdz

Thornton �977! suggested that the lateral diffusivity coefficient could

be calculated using the mixing length hypothesis analagous to Prandtl's

ori g1nal ideas. Battjes �976! obtained a similar formulation through a

much more r1gorous and physical derivation of the examination of the tur-

bulence problem. The formulations require that a characteristic velocity

and lenqth be specif1ed. Characteristic length k and velocity u scales

uti liz d by a number of investigators is summari zed in Table 3, It is

safe to say that 1ateral shear stress is not very well understood within

the surf zone. We can then ask ourselves how i mportant is the 1atera1

shear stress actually under f1eld conditions. There are at least two ef-

fects that tend to offset the importance of the inclusion of lateral shear

stress . First, the breaker location varies under actual conditions when

there is a statistical distr1bution of breaking waves wh1ch results in

effecti ve momentum mixing. Secondly, actual profiles in nature tend to be

parabolic in shape. Since momentum flux is proportional to the bottom

slope, the momentum flux chanqes slowly for small bottom slopes near the

breaker line.
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TABI E 3. CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY AND LENGTH SCALES
FOR LATERAL SHEAR STRESS FORMULATION



Review of Data

The available laboratory data for lonqshore current are summarized

in Table 4. This data has been reviewed by Galvin �967!. Available

known field data is shown in Table 5. Host of the field data was taken

by making visual observations. The wave height is generally estimated

visually and would most closely correspond to a significant wave height.

The breaker angle was generally determined by some mechanical device such

as a protractor or sextant. Some investigations included variation of

longshore velocity across the surf zone by making point measurements at

various locations across the surf zone and some included variations along

shore so that longshore variation could be taken into account. There ap-

pears at this time to be no single set of precise longshore current

measurements i n the field that have been under fairly ideal conditions in

order to make a rigorous comparison with the available longshore current

formulations.

Conclusions

At present we have a reasonable theoretical framework in which to make

longshore current calculations. Deficiencies in application of the formu-

lation are due to the following: �! The coefficients of bottom shear

stress and lateral eddy diffusivity are not well specified. Correct speci-

fication of the bottom shear stress coefficient is not only important in

predictinq the longshore current but also is important in specifying the

bed load transport ot sand. It is apparent that in order to have a better

knowledge of the bottom shear stress coeffici ent more experiments are going

to have to be made, �! Hreaker type should be taken into account in order

to have a more realistic formulation of longshore current. This is because



TABLE. 4. LONGSHORE CURRENT LABORATORY DATA

AUTHOR

37

SAND BED

141

38

PUTNAM, MUNK, TRAYLOR �949!

SAVILLE   1950!

BREBNER, KAMPHUIS �963!

GALVIN, EAGLESON �965!

NO. OBSERVATIONS REMARKS



NO. OBSERVATIONS REMARKSAUTHOR

18

33

EM CURRENT METERS

54

BALSILLIE �975! 633

TABLE 5. LONGSHORE CURRENT FIELD DATA

PUTNAM, MUNK, TRAYLOR �949!

INMAN, QUINN �951!

MOORE, SCHOLL �961!

GALVIN, SAVAGE �966!

INGLE �966!

THORNTON �969!

DETTE �972!

MANAHAR, MOBAREK, MORCOS�974!

LONGSHORE VARIATION

SURF ZONE VARIATION

SURF ZONE VARIATION

LONGSHORE VARIATION



different breakers, such as spilling and plunging, result in very different

distributions of momentum flux across the surf zone, �! The inclusion of

the more realistic bottom profile would also improve the formulation---

presently only a constant sloping bottom is assumed, Hars have not been

adequately taken into account in the formulation of longshore currents. The

momentum flux technique runs into difficulty when waves break on a bar and

and then reform inside the bar. It may be necessary for this case to in-

clude mass tnansport in the formulation. �! In order to verify the

existing longshore current theories and properly specify the various coeffi-

cients it will be necessary to have more precise information of wave height

and particularly wave direction.
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Review of Status of Energetics and momentum Fluxes
in the Surf 7one: Field Data

by

Edward 8, Thornton
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Monterey, CA 93940

Littoral sand transport is a. function of the turbulent and wave energy

within the surf zone and longshore current generated by the incident waves.

Turbulence is derived from the wave energy in the process of the dissipation

of the waves across the surf zone. The longshore current is generated by

the coherent wave energy and acts as a transporting agent for the sand along

the shore. Hence, sediment transport is a function of the turbulent and

wave-induced kinetic energy distributed across the surf zone. Turbu1ence

and wave-induced velocities are examined under breaking waves in an effort

to understand sediment transport processes.

The generation of turbulence under breaking waves occurs at both the

surface and bottom boundary layer as shown schematically in Figure l. At

the surface there is an injection of turbulence due to the breaking wave and

the depth of penetration of the turbulence varies with breaker type. Turbu-

1ence penetrates to the bottom under plunging breakers. Under spi 11ing

breakers, the turbulence is confined to a surface layer approximated by the

trough depth. There is also a diffusion of boundary layer momentum and

vorticity due to the bottom shear stress. The bottom boundary layer due to

the waves is very weak outside the surf zone and appears to be true also

in the surf zone.

The mean turbulent energy production can be assumed equal to the turbu-

lent dissipation over the entire surf zone as a reasonable hypothesis. The

production of turbulent energy comes at the expense of the potential energy

of the wave due to the dissipation of the incident waves breaking within the
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Figure 1. Generation of turbulence under breaking waves
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surf zone. Dissipation of incident wave energy can be attributed to the

following:

�! During breaking there is a large amount of turbulence generated

with air entrainment. Potential energy is directly converted.to poten-

tial energy. The amount of potential energy lost is equivalent to the amount

of potential energy required to lower the air beneath the surface. Turbulence

is also generated by the rising air bubbles to the surface.

�! Nhen waves break as plunging breakers, vortices, or rollers, are

formed; Sawargi and Iwagi �974! examined plunging breakers in the laboratory

and showed that 30 to 50K of the potential energy can be dissipated due to

the formation of vortices.

�! Energy is dissipated due to bottom friction,

�! Energy is transferred to higher frequencies by a cascade of energy

due to nonlinearities. The energy is eventually dissipated into heat at

highest frequencies. The cascade of energy is identified by two "saturation

regions"; a wave saturation region identified by a -3 slope in the wave

spectrum and a -7/3 slope denoting a surface tension region.

�! Percolation, and

�! Work is done in moving the sediments.

Assuming that sediment transport is related to the turbulent energy

within the surf zone it would be desirable to have an expression describing

the turbulent energy. The production of turbulent energy can be equated to

the loss of potential energy as identified by the change in wave height.

The wave height within the surf zone is generally assumed to be a function

of the depth. A linear relationship between wave height and depth is usually

assumed; the constant portionality of 0.78 is most often used which is

derived from solitary wave theory. A number of other relations have been offered



and are reviewed in Meyer �972!.

The turbulent energy density balance can be given by the following equation

� +V.� =D-BBE 3E
at i at =

i=1,2

tion.

A characteristic kinetic energy spectrum under breaking waves is shown

in figure 2. The breaking waves within the surf zone are highly non-linear

resulting in the transfer of energy to both higher and lower frequencies.

The transfer of energy is at the expense of wave energy at the primary

frequency. Energy is transferred from %he primary to low frequencies in the

form of surf beat and edge waves. Non-lfnear transfer of energy to higher

frequencies results in harmonic peaks in the spectra as shown schematically

in figure 2 ~ These harmonic peaks are due to the fourier decomposition of

Stokes type waves being very peaked and having long troughs and also due to

the fact that waves within or near the surf zone can have secondary wave

formation which are equivalent to harmonic decomposition. At frequencies

above the region of these strong harmonic peaks, the spectrum tails into

a -3 slope indicative of the saturation region for waves at breaking; energy

cannot be transferred fast enough down the spectrum, i,e., saturated, so

that energy is given off by breaking  Thornton, 1977!. At even higher fre-

where c is the turbulent energy density per unit mass, V. is the convectivei

velocity of turbulent energy transfer, D is the production of turbulent

energy via dissipation of organized wave energy and 8 is the rate of

dissipation of turbulent energy to heat. If it is assumed locally that the

mean turbulent production is equal to the turbulent dissipation, the left side

of �! is zero and we then have the local production of turbulent energy

due to the dissipation of the incident waves is equal to the rate of dissipa-
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Figure 2. Characteristic velocity spectrum of breakinq waves
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The variance of the surface, a ' was obtained by integrating the spectrum
n

of the waves, S  f!, across all frequency bands
n ~ Q

S  f!df'n
0

where the average potential energy is given by

�!

PE = 1/2 pgo
n

�!

Since the velocities were measured at only one point over the vertical it

is necessary to make an assumption involving the velocity distribution in order

to calculate the kinetic energy of the water column. It is assumed, as a first

approximation, the velocities have a uniform distribution over depth. The

kinetic energy is then given by

KE = 1/2 @ha 2

where h is the water depth and 0 ' is the velocity variance. The ratio of

the average potential to kinetic energies calculated in this manner is shown

 !H

quencies it is expected that the spectrum will tail into a -5/3 slope indica-

tive of a isotropic turbulent region.

The distribution of kinetic and potential energy and the turbulent

energy within the surf zone is described using data collected in the fiewd.

Measurements were made across the surf zone of both wave height and velocity

using capacitance type wave gauges and electromagnetic flow meters. The in-

strumentation was mounted on towers made of 2 inch pipe, 12 feet in length that

is mounted vertically in the sand and guyed off by cables. The instrumentation

and experimental methodology is as explained in detail by Thornton et al �977!.

The average potential and kinetic energies can be determined from the measure-

ment of the surface elevation and velocities. A direct measure of the poten-

tial energy can be obtained from the variance measurements of the surface.



in figure 3. The ratio is plotted against a parameter that is indicative of

the type of breaking wave where 8 is the bottom slope, 4o is equivalent to

the significant wave height and z is the radial frequency. The difficulty of

making point measurements of breaking waves within the surf zone or near

breaking is that the waves do not always break at that point. The depth of

breaking is a function of the breaker height. Since the breaking waves have

a distribution of height, the point of breaking will wander accordingly. The

data plotted in figure 3 represents cases of waves near breaking or waves

within the surf zone. Waves outside the surf zone have been excluded. No

differentation between values at breaking or within the surf zone could be made

within the scatter of the data. There is approximately an equal partition

of energies  as indicated by the ratio of potential to kinetic energy being

equal to one! for the case of spilling breakers. There is an increase of

kinetic energy under the plunging breaker at the expense of the potential

energy reducing the ratio. The ratio of potential to kinetic energies is

expected to decrease with the increasing breaking parameter and then increase

again as the waves change to the classification of surging breakers. For

highly reflective waves cases, point measurements of the ratio potential to

kinetic energy are not indicative of the true processes, The two low values

in the region of co11apsing breakers appear to have been measured at near nodal

points of highly reflected waves on a very steep beach. The nodal point for

the surface elevation would be at an anti-node for the velocities; hence, the

ratio of potential to kinetic energy would be small.

Longshore transport of sand can be considered due to the turbulent

velocities acting as a stirring agent and the longshore current generated by

the coherent wave energy acting as a net transporting agent for the sediments
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Figure 4. Ratio of' turbulent to wave-induced velocity intensities
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which have been stirred up. It is of interest tIien to have a measur<. of th<

wave and turbulent velocities separate'Iy. The total velocity can be separ-

ated into components of a mean, plus wave-induced, plus turbu1ent velocity:

u = u+U+u'

The wave induced and turbulent velocity spectral components are assumed

statistically independent which can be shown to be a reasonable assumption.

The cospectra between waves and velocity is then given by

Su> f! = SU  f! �!

Using the assumption of statistical independence, the horizontal velocity

spectrum is given

S  f! = S,  f! + SU f! �!

It is further assumed that the waves and wave-induced velocities are described

by a constant parameter linear process where the coherence is identically

equal to unity

 f! ISUn '!I
~s~ < ~�<!

 8!

The substitution of �!, �! and  8! into the definition of coherence between

the total horizontal velocity and waves results in

v  f! =
uri

Increasing lack of coherence is due to an increasingly high ratio of turbulence

 noise to coherent wave-induced velocity fluctuations  signal!. The coherence

values indicate the percent of total velocity which is associated with the

wave surface.



The wave induced velocity can be calculated using  9!

�O!

The wave-induced velocity spectral component computed in this manner should

under-predict the actual value. The linear coherence between waves and

velocities will always be underestimated due to nonli neari ties whi ch are

always strong in a breaking wave and because of directional spreading of the

incident wave energy, Battjes �974!.

The turbulent velocity spectrum can then be obtained by subtracting the

calculated velocity spectrum from the measured velocity spectrum given by

S�,  f! = S� f! - SU f!

The ratio of the turbulent velocity intensity to the wave-induced

velocities intensity is given in figure 4. A measure of the velocity inten-

sity is obtained by the square root of the variance which was calculated from

the ar ea under the velocity spectrum given by

S  f!df
U o

The measurements show a surprisingly small spread of values for the ratio of

turbulent to wave-induced velocity intensities. The average ratio obtained

is approximately 0.75. This would ~ndicate that, to a first approximation,

the wave-induced kinetic energy is approximately twice the turbulent kinetic

energy. It should be recalled that the spectral computations are a time

averaging process. Hence, the velocities in the surf zone on the average are

highly wave-induced.

An alterante method to calculate the wave-induced kinetic energy is to

use linear wave theory to calculate the transfer function between the surface



and horizontal velocity spectrum. Such that

Sq f! = lH f! I S  f!

The transfer function is given from linear wave theory

4 f!p f ~COSll lt ll z+
sinh kh

The ratio of the standard deviation of the wave-induced wave velocity ca'Icu-

lated using the linear theory transfer function, a , to the standard
uR

deviation of the wave-induced velocities calculated using the coherence

method  equation 10! is given in figure 5, It would be expected that if

linear theory is a good approximation in a spectral sense, the ratio would be

equal to unity. As can be seen from the figure some of the values go above

the value of one; this is becaus the coherence technique under-predicts

the amount of wave-induced energy because the coherence is decreased by

such factors as non-linearities and wave enerqy spreading. Thus, the true

values should be slightly lower. Figure 5 indicates that linear theory under

predi cts the spectral wave-induced velocity components; but it should be

recalled in the discussion on long shore current theory that monochromatic

linear wave theory used in calculating potential energy over-predicts the

potential energy. Hence, linear theorv used in a spectral sense under-

predicts the potential energy and monochromatic linear theory over-predicts

the potential energy.

Available field data of direct measurements of kinetic energy and momen-

tum fluxes is reviewed in Table 1. There has been only a very few direct

measurements that have been made in the field. This is because the instru-

mentation to make such measurements has only been available recently. There

are several other investigators that have made simultaneous wave and velocity

measurements within the surf zone and these are also given in Table 1. The
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measurements of Huntley and Howen were made using only electromagnetic flow

meters. The measurements by Fruhbbter were made using electromaqnetic current

meters and pressure wave transducers. The measurements by Thornton were made

using electromagnetic flow meters and capacitance wave gauges. It is important

to make a direct measurement of the wave surface directly above the veloctiy

meters; the wave surface cannot be accurately inferred by pressure measure-

ments. Field measurements by Thornton �977! showed that using pressure meters

to infer the wave surface within the surf zone under-predicts the potential

energy by 50%. Van Dorn �977! found comparable errors in laboratory compar-

ison of wave measurements using pressure transducers and surface piercing

staffs.

Historically the study of turbulence has progressed primarily by means of

experimental measurements. Turbulence phenomenon can be given a theoretical

physical setting but a complete definition requires empirical data because

turbulence can only be viewed as a statistica l phenomenon. Hence, if we are

going to proceed in our understanding of turbulence and energetics within the

surf zone which are important for the study of sand transport, it will be

necessary to make significantly more field measurements of turbulent and

wave-induced velocities,
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NONLINEAR WAVES IN THE SURF ZONE

Robert T. Guza

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California
La Jolla, California 92093

ABSTRACT

Wave shoaling is an inherently nonlinear process resulting in a trans-
fer of energy away from incident wave frequencies. Frequencies higher than the
i ncident waves probab'ly receive thei r energy via strong, but nonresonant, inter-
actions. This transfer to high frequencies must enhance the overall wave
velocity shear and dissipation, and may be intimately related to the onset of
wave breaking. The energy transfer to low frequencies appears to be dominated
by resonant excitation of long edge waves.

TEXT

It has long been recognized that the wave height and velocity field of
progressive, shoaling waves cannot be accurately predicted by linear theory,
given the bathymetry and deep water incident wave parameters. This is true
even for the most idealized laboratory conditions using undi rectional, mono-
chromatic waves normally incident on a beach of constant slope. Linear theory
general'ly underpredicts the wave height by a substantial amount  Figure 1!.

18 20
RETELLS FADE PADDLE

Figure 1. Shoaling wave height data compared to linear and 3 order Stokes
theories. Subscripts b, indicate break point and deep water respectively;
L is the deep water wavelength  Flick, 1977!.



Although the offshore variation of sea surface elevation of waves strongly
reflected at the shore1ine  forming standing waves! are well described by linear
theory  Figure 2!, strong reflection occurs only on steep beaches with relat-
ively small amplitude incident waves. Thus, the existing 1ongshore current and
sediment transport theories which rely heavily on linear, shoaling theory for
progressive waves are necessarily subject to large errors, although ad hoc
adjustments of various constants may correct some of the errors for some range
of parameters. In order to obtain models for important nearshore processes
based on a detailed understanding of the driving forces, and therefore applica-
ble to a wide range of field situations, it is clearly necessary to improve our
understanding of wave shoaling and the associated ftuxes of momentum and energy.
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Figure 2. Standing waves on a plane beach are wel I described by linear theory;
a, ao, a�are the local, run-up, and deep water amplitudes respectively
 Guza and Bowen, 1976!,

Many workers have suggested the inclusion of nonlinear effects as a
step towards an improved shoaling theory. One of the conceptually simplest and
intuitively most appealing theories represents the wave, at each local depth,
as a high order Stokes wave. The conservation of energy as the wave propagates
shoreward relates the local wave height to deep water incident waves parameters
 Koh and LeMehaute, 1966!. Gravity waves in a constant depth fluid have been
studied extensively using similar Stokes type nonlinear expansions, with con-
siderable success in predicting experimental observations, notably the resonant
interactions among wave trains of differing frequencies  McGoldrick, et al,
1966!. It would be most surprising, therefore, if nonlinear Stokes waves were
found to have no relevance to wave shoaling. The essence of the nonlinear Stokes
solution for a single wave train is a separation of the focal wave energy
between motions at the primary wave frequency a, and its harmonics having
frequencies 2a, 3a, ... The order of tlie approximation determines how many
harmonics enter into the solution; in n order theory the sea surface fluc-
tuations and ve'Iocity field contain fluctuations with frequencies a, 2a...
na. The theory generally predicts increasing amounts of energy in the harmon-
ics  re1ative to the primary! for both increasing wave height and decreasing
depth. It would therefore be expected that wave shoaling will involve dramatic
enhancement of the harmonics. !mall amplitude waves in relatively deep water
are predicted to have almost all the~ r energy at the primary frequency, a, and



the sea surface is a si»1ple sinusoid. The success of the theory in predicting
peak to trough wave height is shown in Figure 1, the data is from a laboratory
wave train which broke by spilling  Flick, 1977!. A similar experiment is
shown in Figure 3, here the sea surface elevation was analyzed to give Fourier
amplitudes  ai, az, aa! at the primary a<id harmonic frequencies  <>, 20, 3~, ...!
as a function of the nondimens.ional depth h/L . Notice that both the measyred
and predicted potential energy at the primary frequency  proportional to a, !
decrease throughout the shoaling process even though the wave height increases.
Loosely speaking, this occurs because as the wave shoals an ever larger percen-
tage of the local potential is at the harmonic frequencies, and since energy is
conserved the increase in energy at harmonic frequencies results in a decrease
at the primary frequency. Experiments on various beach slopes show good agree-
ment between measured and predicted wave heights and Fourier amplitudes right up
to the break point, so long as the waves break by spilling  Flick, 1977!,
Laboratory work is underway to see whether the harmonic content of the velocity
field is also well predicted.
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Figure 3. measured and theoretically predicted Fourier amplitudes of fluctua-
tions of sea surface eaevation  a tl>, a  1, a  ~> ! at frequencies �, 2a, 3a!
normalized by the deep water value at the primary frequency a,<'! plotted
against the nondimensional depth, h/L� where h is the local depth
 Flick, 1977!.

Waves which are of low steepness in deep water progress into relatively
very shallow water before they break by plunging or collapsing. The nonlinear
shaaling Stokes theory does not cover these waves because the Ursell number
 ak/ kh�! becomes too large. Nevertheless, the successful prediction of wave
behavior up to the point of spilling is encouraging. However, when the res-
triction of a single unidirectional monochromatic incident wave train is relaxed,
both theory and experiment suggest a very complex process of nonlinear inter-
action. Figure 4a shows a typical amplitude spectra for a single deep water
incident wave train of frequency 02, in shallow water energy appears at the
harmonics 2az, 302, ..., as discussed above. Figure 4b shows a similar plot
with two incident wave frequencies, DI and <Jz, The nonlinear nature of wave
shoaling resuwts in energy transfer to the harmonics of each wave �<Ii, 202,
30~, 30>, ...! and also to frequencies forced by the interaction of the wave



trains with each other  a, + ao, 0> � az, 20' + nq ...!. Although the stokes
theory might be extended to cover two  or several! incident wave trains, the
extension to a random wave field composed of a continuum of frequencies and
directions seems a very difficult task. qualitative]y, however, energy must
be spread over a very broad range of frequencies, There is a possibility that
inside the surf zone nonlinear and dissipative effects are so strong that the
spectra  of velocity or sea surface level fluctuation! reaches an equi librium
 saturation! level, generally independent of the details of the incident wave
field. Frequencies higher than the dominant inc~dent wave frequency are simply
'fi lied up' to some level, This seems to be the case for run-up spectra  Huntley,
et al, 1977!. A typical run-up spectrum is shown in Figure 5; this particular
spectrum resulted from an incident wave field with a maximum in energy at about
0,1 Hz, The run-up spectrum is smoother than the incident wave spectrum, and
falls off as o ~ for o > 0.1 Hz.
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Figure 4. Experimental ay measured Fourier amplitudes of sea surface elevation
 a! monochromatic incident wave train  frequency oq! in deep water trans-
fers energy to harmonics �a~, 3cr2! in shallow water;  b! bichromatic �>,
az! deep water train transfers energy to harmonics and also to frequencies
which are sums and differences of o~, o2.
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Figure 5. Run-up spectrum  Suhayda, 1972!.

The maximum of energy density at relatively low frequency  Figure 5! is
characteristic of both run-up and velocity spectra taken in very shallow water
and falls into the class of oscillations dubbed 'surf beat'. Longuet-Higgins
and Stewart �962! have suggested that these low frequency waves are essentially
the forced low frequency corrections generated by the difference interactions
between inc~dent waves of higher frequency. Figure 4b shows just such an
oscillation at az � o~. Gallagher �971! has pointed out that if the inter-
acting wave trains are nonnormally incident, then the nonlinear forcing term at
ha = oz - ai has longshore wavenumber ak = kz - ky where k~, k~ are the
incident wave longshore wavenumbers. Furthermore, if

 aa!~ = gak�n + 1!g where n = 0, 1, 2,

g is gravity, and 8 the plane beach slope, then the forcing satisfies the
dispersion relation for a free edge wave, and resonance is expected. The exis-
tence of this resonance has been demonstrated in laboratory experiments.
Incident waves of two different frequencies, nonnormally incident on a plane
beach, were generated in the SIO wave basin. The frequency of one of the
incident waves was var~ed from experiment to experiment  thus varying ac, hk!
wh~le keeping the incident wave amplitudes approximately constant. Figure 6
shows the measured low frequency wave heights in very shallow water as a function
of aT = 2~/ao. When the incident wave and beach slope parameters satisfied
the resonance condition  equation 1! there is indeed something resembling a
resonant response. When equation 1 is not satisfied, only a small forced cor-
rection results Recent field measurements  Huntley, I977! suggest that surf
beat is indeed a combination of edge waves, but much further work is needed to
definitively identify their energy source, and to assess their overall dynamic
importance.
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In summary, wave shoaling is an inherently non1inear process resulting
in a transfer of energy away from incident wave frequencies. Relatively high
frequencies probably receive their energy via strong, but nonresonant, inter-
actions. The energy transfer to high frequencies must enhance the overall
velocity shear and wave dissipation, and may be intimately related to the onset
of wave breaking, The energy transfer to 1ow frequencies appears to be dom-
inated by resonant excitation of long edge waves,
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P."LL IHINARY DESCRIPTION OF THE

NATIONAL SEDIMENT TRANSFORT STUDY

R. J. SEYMOUR

There are many aspects to the study of sand transport

in the nearslrore environment, some of which are well understood

and others which have not been considered in existing models

Topics which must be individually studied in order to under-

stand the overall process and will become areas of investi-

gation in the NSTS include:

1, CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FORCING FUNCTION:

A. Relate the three-dimensional velocity field produced

by shoaling and breaking waves on a straight coastline to the

directional wave spectrum.

8. The three � dimensional velocity field produced by tides

along a straight coastline.

C. The interactions between incident waves, other wave

modes, wind and tidal and other currents which are important

to sediment transport.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RESPONSE FUNCTION:

A. Bed load and suspended load of sediment as functions of

sediment characteristics for various combinations o f uni-

directional and oscillatory flows
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B. On-of fshore sediment transport and beach profiles,

resulting from the ef fects of waves, winds and currents.

C. Ef f ects of breaker type on sediment transport.

3. DEVELOP USEFUL MODELS:

A, Engineering models for two � dimensional sediment

transport based upon the simplified engineering measurements

and the predictive model described below.

B. Predictive models for sediment movement in various

nearshore zones as functions of the velocity field models

for straight coastlines.

C. Simplified, affordable engineering measurement schemes

for characterizing the significant attributes of the forcing

function.

In the conduct of the experimental programs it is

imperative that certain forcing and response functions be

investigated simultaneously.

It is contemplated that intensive study of the above

individual topics be through a number of parallel, coordinated.

investigations, culminating in field experiments, carried out

by scientists of proven ability in each specialty as sche-

matically shown in Figure 1 ~ The proposed time phasing of

the tasks is shown in the schedule. It is expected that as

the results of the individual investigations become known they



will be incorporated into an overall predictive model for the

transport of sand, and compared to existing field data.

Af ter synthesis of ideas into a coherent model, large scale

field experiments will be designed for extensive f ield testing

along the coasts of the United States. These f ield experiments

will be extremely valuable in their own right, providing the

quantitative measurements so sorely needed, and conspic-

uously absent,

Completion of these experiments will ref ine the physical

sediment transport model so that it can be utilized as an engi-

neering sediment transport model through the use of affordable

engineering measurement s< hemes which characterize the velocity

field sufficiently to allow reasonable predictions of transport.

The engineering sediment transport model will be the final

product of the National Sediment Transport Study and can then

be applied by coastal engineers to the solution of sediment

management problems.
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ABSTRACT - SEDIMENT TRAP AT PANAMA CITY

by

T.L. Walton

In August 1975, the Coastal Engineering Laboratory at the University

of Florida constructed a large scale sediment trap in the Panama City area

to determi ne the di recti on and magni tude of sand transport along Panama

City beaches. Little evidence presently exists as to direction of sand

transport in this area. Court suits have arisen in which evidence has been

presented suggesting sand transport along the Panama City beaches in both

an eastward and a westward direction. The sediment trap and an associated

instrumentation package was bui1t and installed to resolve some of' the con-

flict as well as provide engineering information on littoral drift magnitudes

and quantities in this area.

The sediment trap consisted of a nylon PVC coated bag type groin, 450

feet in length and 4. 5 feet high. The groi n was built with a filter cloth

underneath to prevent the structure from si nking. The individual bags of

which the structure was built measured 9 feet x 4 feet x 1.5 feet and weighed

about 3,000 lbs. when pumped full with sand. The groin was constructed just

to the west of Phillips Inlet in an area with high dunes �5 - 20 feet! and

no coastal structures encroaching on the shorelines. It was desired that

no man-induced changes other than those caused by the nylon bag groin would

be present. In the area of construction two offshore bars existed, a some-

what migratory inner bar with crest depths varying from 1 � 4 feet offshore

and a stationary outer bar ranging from 800 - 1200 feet offshore with

crest depths over the bar of 8 - 10 feet.

At the site a tower was built �0 feet in height! on the primary dune

overlooking the groin and a time lapse camera was i nstal]ed with an intervelometer



for taking a picture of the structure and associated sand buildup and wave

climate every 15 minutes. An anemometer was also installed on the tower for

taking continuous records of wind speed and direction.

A LEO observer was taking surf zone measurements of longshore current

velocity, wave height, period, and direction, as well as distance to the

breaker line s!, and longshore current distribution across the surf zone.

A site was also planned for taking wave directional spectra measurements out-

side of the outer bar by electromagnetic current meter and pressure trans-

ducer signals.

Two weeks after completion of the structure, Hurricane Eloise made a

landfall about ZO miles west of the site and destroyed the groin and tower

as well as doing 200 mil'lion doIlars worth of structural damage to the

heavily developed Panama City Beach area. Over 60 feet of primary and fore-

dunes were virtually destroyed along a 10 mile section of coast centered

near the groin site, and considerable damage extended over a 50 mile section

of coast. The tower was also destroyed when wave activity undermined the

primary dune on which the tower was sitting. Prior to failure of the tower,

a wind speed of 100 mph was measured by the anemometer on the tower �3 feet

Prior to the storm the structure performed quite well and it was felt

that the structure had potential as an effective low cost sediment trap when

combined with periodic surveys and proper instrumentation for taking wave

data which might be quite useful in meeting some of the objectives for mon-

itoring sand transport.

9«



AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF

LONGSHORE SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

by Ole Secher Madsen, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, R. M.
Parsons Laboratory, M1T, Cambridge, MA 02139

Sediment Trans ort Ralatio~nshi

Previous research  Madsen and Grant, 1975, 1976a and b! has

established the general validity of Shields Criterion for the onset of

sediment movement in unsteady, oscillatory flow as well as in steady,

unidirectional flow. The important parameter quantifying the fluid�

sediment interaction is the Shields Parameter

T
om

m pg s-l!d

in which p is the fluid density, g is the acceleration due to gravity,

s is the relative density, p /p, of the sediment, d is the grain
s

diameter. T is the maximum bottom shear stress associated with the
om

fluid motion. For a purely oscillatory flow such as the flow above the

bottom associated with small amplitude waves, the work of Jonsson �967!

may be used to evaluate the wave friction factor, f , relating I to
w om

the maximum wave orbital veloctiy above the bed, u

1 2~ � pf u
om 2 w b

�!

Several previous investigations have been unsuccessful in obtaining

a ~eneral criterion for the initiation of sediment movement under waves

mainly because the friction factir, f, was not included in the analysis.
w



P t! = 40 7  t! �!

therefore has some experimental support. In Eq. �! 4 t! and ~ t! are

the instantaneous values of the nondimensional transport function and

the Shields Parameter, respectively. $ t! is defined by

q, t!
p t! �!

in which q  t! is the sediment transport rate  volume per time per un.it

width! and w is the fall ve Locity of the sediment grain. The Shields

Parameter V t! is given by

7  t!
f t! =

pg s � 1! d
�!

where the bottom shear stress vector, v  t!, is given by a generalized
o

expression

1 t!= � of lu  t! + vl  u  t! + v!
o 2 cw w w

�!

In Eq, �! u  t! may be regarded as the unsteady wave component, i.e.,
W

u  t! = u cosa>t if linear wave theory is assumed valid, whereas v is a
w b
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Based on the physical significance of the Shields Parameter Madsen

and Grant �976a and b! reanalyzed the Berkeley data on sediment trans-

port rates in oscillatory f.low  summarized by Einstein, 1972! . The

validity of a quasi-steady application of the Einstein-Brown formula

 Brown, 1950! for the purpose of predicting sediment transport rates in

oscillatory flow resulted from this analysis. The resulting sediment

transport relationship



suporimlios«l sr <;rdy  or s I ow I v v lry l»g! cllr 1<»  . s lr» < I:,<l.  ri'r l,: r;li«'»

to oxpr< ss tile slloal s truss rosu l t .lllg fr»ill t llv <'vlnl! 1»<'d;1<' t loll of w'lv<»'

and currents the friction factor is denoted by f . It should be

emphasized that our ability to estimate the appropriate value of f is
cw

extremely limited. Only in the limiting cases of either a purely steady

current, f = f, or a purely oscillatory flow, f = f, can f be
CW C cw w cw

estimated with some confidence from knowledge of the boundary roughness.

As shown by Madsen �976! the difference between f and f may be as
c w

much as a factor of ten. �0!, thus, underlining the importance of an

improved understanding of and ability to estimate the value of the fric-

tiOn faCtOr far the COmbirled aCtiOn Of WaVeS and CurrentS.

Anal tical Model of Lon shore Sediment Trans ort

5rr tanB sine

v x! = F P, � ! ~ u
B cw

�!

X
where F P, � ! gives the general sf<ape of the longshore velocity with

B

distance from shore relative to the breaker line x/x . P is the mixing
B
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In the surf zone on a long, plane beach the effect of incident

monochromatic waves will produce a longshore current. This current, v,

may be estimated from the theory advanced by Longuet-Higgins �970!,

provided the assumptions  spilling breakers, small longshore currents

relative to the wave orbital velocities, etc,! made in the theoretical

development are valid. A modified version of Longuet-Higgins' jongshore

current theory, correcting a few inconsistencies in the original forrnula-

tion of the wave behavior outside the surf zone, leads to a formula for

the variation of the longshore current with distance from shore, x.



parameter used by Longuet-Higgins which accounts for the influence af

lateral friction. In Eq. �! 5 is the beach slope, 6 is the angle of
B

incidence at breaking, f is the friction factor, and u is the max-
cw

imum wave orbital velocity at the breaker line.

Retaining the same assumptions inherent in the longshore current

model, in particular that of v « u and the applicability of linear
b

long wave theory, the sediment transport relationship, Eq. �!, may be

time averaged in the longshore direction leading to a relatively simple

formula for the longshore sediment transport rate, q<, with distance

from the shore

f

q  x! = 1.7 wd [ -] u  x! v x!
g  s-1!d  8!

in which u  x! is the maximum orbital velocity associated with the wave

motion as a function of distance from shore and v x! is given by Eq. �!.

Introducing v x!, taking the mixing parameter P = 0.25, in Eq.  8!

with u  x! ~ augh with a = 0.4 and h = x tang the variation of longshore
b

sediment transport with distance from shore may be evaluated. Integrat-

ing q  x! from the shoreline, x = 0, to the breaker line, x = x, the

quantity, g , generally referred to as the longshore sediment transport
s

rate may be obtained.

B

Q = q~ x! dx  9!
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Examination of Kqs. �!,  8! and  9! shows that the resulting ex-

pression for g will depend on the value of d, the grain size of the
S

sediment, Lhe incident wave characteristics, H and 9, the beach slope 8,



the value of the mixing parameter, and on the value of the f ri ct ion

2
factor, f . In fact, it may be shown that g is proportional to f

cw s cw

4
and H, the latter dependency deviating somewhat from popular empi,rical

Comparison of Measured and Predicted Longshore Sediment
Transport Rates. Measured Rates by Komar and Inman �970!
on Silverstrand Beach  d=0,0175 cm, s=2.6, tan5= 0.034! .
Predicted Rates  m=0.4, f =0,02! .

cw

Table 1:

3
Predicted Q cm /sec.

s

 excluding pore volume!

3
Measured Q cm /sec.

 excluding pore volume!

1,020
762

930

34,800

36,800

23,200

2,090

3,040

300

2,830

18,060

2,808

2!890

3,660

l!860

2,880

2,256
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relationships,

The friction factor, f , is taken as f = 0.02, which corresponds
cw cw

to the value suggested by Longuet-Higgins. A comparison of predicted

longshore sediment transport rates  from Eq. 9! and those measured by

Komar and Inman �970! from Silverstrand Beach is presented in Table 1.

Since several wave observations were made during the measurement of the

longshore transport rate, several predictions can be made for each

measured value of g
s



The data obtained by Komar and lnman  l970! from Silverstrand Beach

appears to be the only data obtained under conditions approaching those

assumed in the development of the longshore current model i.e. v «u
b

and spilling breakers. The wave data appear to be of comparatively high

quality. The measured sediment transport rates are probably the most

accurate available, although their accuracy, in. an absolute sense, is

somewhat uncertain.

Conclusions

The analytical model of longshcre sediment transport outlined in

the preceeding Section rests heavily on. the accuracy of the model em-

ployed to predict the wave induced longshore current, Thus, improving

the total model would first of all call for an improved analytical model

of wave induced longshore currents. To this end, more reli.able data on

wave induced longshore currents must be obtained so that the important

parameters  the bottom friction factor for combined wave and current

action, the parametrization of the lateral friction! may be determined.

The sediment transport relationship used in this investigation is

supported by some experimental data. Additional experimental data on

sediment transport rates  notably giving transport rates due to the com-

bined action of waves and currents including the effects of bed forms,

the explicit determination of suspended sediment transport rates! must

be obtained to improve the sediment transport relationship.

A better and more comprehensive data set on longshore sediment trans-

port rates must be obtained against which any proposed analytical model

can be tested.



I h<' <llode I p renal'r L<'<I h<r 1 L'. is r<.'. f r t Lv <.'..ly s ucce as r <r l Lu r <.0 < v<iI us I ug

Komar's and Inman's data from Silverstrand Beach. Tlris may b<'. iortui-

tious, but nevertheless it is encouraging, The basic elements going into

the model  the longshore current model and the sediment transport rela-

tionship! have some experimental support. For this reason the model is

felt to be physically more sound than presently available empirical re-

lationships. Whether the model is superior to existing empirical rela-

tionships can only be answered by a comparison with a more extensive data

base. At least the present model could serve as the framework for the

rational design of an experiment and the analysis of the data.

Acknowled ment: The research presented here is sponsored by the NOAA,

Sea Grant Program.
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Project Title: On the Incipient Notion and the Transport of Shells in the
Benthic Boundary Layer

Principal Investigators: B.A. Christensen and A.J. Mehta*

Institution: University of Florida

Brief Project Description:

This research project is concerned with the incipient motion and bed load
transport of shells in a uniform turbulent flow field, with the aim of
deriving a predictive stochastic mathematical model. This model is intended
to do two things, One is to predict the flow conditi ons under which a bed
of shells will fail and estab'lish a bed load motion. The other is to predict
the rate of bed-load transport, given the shell geometry and the flow field.

Through experimental and analytical investigations, the existing stochastic
laws for the transport of coarse grains, such as sand and gravel, will be
extended to the case of transport of shells in a uniform turbulent flow field.

The incipient motion and bed load transport of shells is a phenomenon of
interest to environmental eng~neer~ng for the same reasons as the transport
of sediment.

Funding Agency: National Science Foundation

"Participant in the bJorkship on Coastal Sediment Transport with Emphasis
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